To:

The Honorable Perla Tabares Hantman, Chairwoman
and Members, Miami-Dade County School Board
Alberto M. Carvalho, Superintendent of Schools, M-DCPS
Ann Stith de las Pozas, Exec. Dir., Foundation for New Education Initiatives, Inc.

From:

Felix Jimenez, Inspector General

Date:

June 29, 2021

Subject: Review of K12 Florida, LLC Transfer of Funds to the Foundation for New
Education Initiatives, Inc., Ref. IG-20-0008-SI
Attached please find the Final Report of the Miami-Dade County Public Schools Office of
the Inspector General’s (OIG’s) review of the transfer of $1.57 million from K12 Florida,
LLC, a virtual instruction provider, to the Foundation for New Education Initiatives, Inc.
(FNEI). The OIG examined how the donation came about and whether the solicitation of
the donation from a vendor pending execution of a contract created violations or prohibited
conflicts of interest pursuant to the State’s Conflict of Interest and Code of Ethics Statutes
and School Board Policies.
The OIG found no actual violations of the prohibitions as defined by the State Code of
Ethics and the corresponding School Board policies. The School Board Code of Ethics,
however, goes beyond those prohibitions; the review found that a solicitation of a donation
from a vendor with a contract pending final execution, and an existing contract with a term
of years remaining, creates the appearance of impropriety.
The funds, which have been transferred by K12 to FNEI at the direction of M-DCPS
administrators, have yet to be disbursed. The OIG believes that FNEI should return the
donation to avoid any further appearance of impropriety. The OIG report identifies areas
that can be improved upon to avoid actual and apparent conflicts and ensure that the
interaction of M-DCPS and FNEI are enhanced and maintained. Although the School Board
has already made changes that would augment these areas, as has FNEI, the OIG makes
further recommendations. The OIG requests that the School Board and FNEI provide a
report regarding their review and intended implementation of the recommendations within
90 days.
We appreciate the cooperation of M-DCPS and FNEI throughout this process and look
forward to a report on or before September 28, 2021.
cc: Walter J. Harvey, School Board Attorney, M-DCPS
Jon Goodman, Interim Chief Auditor, M-DCPS
Jaime Torrens, Chief of Staff, Office of the Superintendent, M-DCPS
Daisy Gonzalez-Diego, Chief Communications Officer, M-DCPS
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I.

INTRODUCTION & SYNOPSIS

On September 16, 2020, the Miami-Dade County Public Schools (M-DCPS) Office of the
Inspector General (OIG) initiated a review of the transfer of $1.57 million from K12 Florida,
LLC (K12), a virtual instruction provider, to the Foundation for New Education Initiatives,
Inc. (FNEI), the District’s direct support organization. The OIG began the review based
on the School Board’s discussion two days earlier, on September 14, 2020, revealing that
K12’s donation was solicited by M-DCPS officials and that the funds were slated for
disbursement by FNEI to M-DCPS teachers in the form of $100 gift cards. At the time the
donation was solicited, M-DCPS and K12 were two days away from the start of the 20202021 school year utilizing a district-wide online temporary learning management system
(LMS). 1 The $15 million contract for the K12 temporary LMS was pending final execution
by the Superintendent. 2 The OIG sought to determine how the donation came about and
whether the solicitation of the donation from a vendor pending execution of a contract
created violations or prohibited conflicts of interest pursuant to the State’s Conflict of
Interest and Code of Ethics Statutes and School Board Policies.
The OIG found that in the Summer of 2020, as the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19)
pandemic progressed, M-DCPS administrators sought a temporary LMS for the upcoming
2020-2021 school year. M-DCPS had already initiated a procurement in November 2019
for an LMS, but the timeline for completion did not make it suitable for the rapidly
approaching 2020-2021 school year. M-DCPS held off developing the specifications of
the temporary LMS pending the publication of the State’s guidance to Florida’s School
Districts regarding education requirements and funding for the 2020-2021 school year.
The guidance was issued on July 6, 2020, and immediately thereafter the M-DCPS
administration, sought to select a temporary LMS provider that could meet the State’s
requirement that both online students and physically present students be taught the same
curriculum. Through a statutory exemption in the competitive procurement process, K12
was selected as the vendor for a temporary LMS, specific to the 2020-2021 school year.
M-DCPS and K12 had a mere six weeks to produce the fully functioning temporary LMS
and set up the system in time for the first day of school.
The process was riddled with implementation issues from the beginning. The issues
included delays in the integration of the systems, training, and, more importantly, the
ability of the teachers to enter their class rosters in the system. While the contract was
executed by K12 and had been reviewed and signed by M-DCPS senior staff, the
Superintendent halted the final execution of the contract. Despite not having a fully
executed contract, M-DCPS and K12 advised the OIG that they continued to work to
LMS refers to a system that integrates the delivery of instruction including course content, student-teacher
interaction, attendance, and grading. The services M-DCPS was seeking from K12 included course content
and use of K12’s LMS.
2 Since 2010, K12 has had an existing contract with M-DCPS to provide a virtual instruction program, the
Miami-Dade Online Academy, to the resident M-DCPS students receiving full-time virtual instruction. The
services provided under that contract differed from those in the K12 temporary LMS for the 2020-2021
school year.
1
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resolve the problems with the goal of having a functioning temporary LMS by the first day
of school. On the Saturday before the start of school, it was clear that due to the system
issues, which prevented teachers from loading required content into the program, some
teachers would be working over the weekend to prepare for the start of the school year.
That 11th hour exasperation, which was the culmination of much frustration during the 6week process, resulted in an M-DCPS administrator suggesting to the Superintendent
that K12 should do something in recognition of the teachers. The Superintendent
concurred and solicited K12 to provide a benefit for the teachers. K12 agreed to provide
$100, to be given as gift cards, to the M-DCPS classroom teachers. The distribution of
the $100 gift cards would be facilitated through a $1.57 million donation to FNEI, which
would have to purchase and distribute the gift cards.
The OIG examined Florida statutes and School Board policies to determine if a violation
occurred based on the solicitation of funds from a vendor, for the benefit of other M-DCPS
employees. The OIG examined Florida Statutes Section 112.3148 prohibiting the
solicitation of gifts from vendors by public officials who are required to file financial
disclosures or who have procurement responsibilities, for the benefit of those officials or
others that are required to file financial disclosures. No violation was found, because
teachers–the intended gift recipients–are not required to file financial disclosures
pursuant to the State Ethics Code.
Next, the OIG examined Florida Statutes Section 112.313(2) and its equivalent School
Board Policies 1129 and 1210.01, which prohibit public officers from soliciting anything of
value based upon the understanding that the gift solicited would affect the public officer’s
official actions. The facts elicited during the review did not support any finding that the
solicitation was in any way tied to the future action.
The OIG also examined Florida Statutes Section 112.313(6) and its local equivalent
School Board Policy 1129, which prohibit public officials, with a wrongful intent, to use
their official position, or to perform their duties, in a manner that would secure a special
privilege or benefit for themselves or others. While the solicitation may have been illconsidered, as will be discussed below, our review likewise found no wrongful intent.
Lastly, the OIG’s review of this matter analyzed School Board Policy 1210.01. This policy,
which is part of the School Board’s Code of Ethics, exceeds the prohibitions found in the
State’s Code of Ethics. Locally, M-DCPS employees should avoid the appearance of
impropriety. The appearance of impropriety is present when, as in this instance, a vendor
is solicited. K12 was not only pending the execution of the contract but was also an active
vendor providing services to M-DCPS under a separate contract. The OIG recognizes
that both the vendor’s and the M-DCPS administration’s intentions may have been to
alleviate the frustration caused to the teachers, however, public officials should avoid the
appearance of impropriety. Such an appearance is clearly created when a public official
solicits a benefit for his or her employees, regardless of whether those employees are
required to file annual financial disclosures. Here it was a monetary benefit of $100 per
IG-20-0008-SI, June 29, 2021
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classroom teacher. There is no doubt that this solicitation for gifts totaling over $1.5
million–on the eve of the temporary K12 LMS go-live and with an unsigned contract
hanging over it–created an appearance of impropriety.
These funds were ultimately transferred by K12 to FNEI at the direction of M-DCPS
administrators, but they have yet to be disbursed. The OIG believes that FNEI should
return the donation to restore the perception of transparency and fair dealing.
The initial sections of this report provide our jurisdictional statement, review methodology,
and information about the key individuals and entities discussed. Section V highlights the
conditions present prior to the start of the 2020-2021 school year. Section VI sets forth
the factual findings explaining the progression of the procurement leading up to the
donation. Section VII is our analysis of the potential conflicts and restrictions, based on
those findings. Section VIII summarizes the responses received by the entities that
reviewed and commented on the Draft Report (the full written responses are included in
the appendices); Section VIII also contains our comments. Section IX, the report’s final
section, identifies areas that can be improved upon to avoid actual and apparent conflicts
and ensure that the interaction of M-DCPS and FNEI are enhanced and maintained.
Although the School Board has already made changes that would augment these areas,
as has FNEI, the OIG makes further recommendations, including an additional one not
made in the Draft Report.
II.

OIG JURISDICTION AND AUTHORITY

The OIG provides inspector general services to M-DCPS pursuant to an Interlocal
Agreement (ILA) between the School Board of Miami-Dade County and Miami-Dade
County. The ILA governs the scope and jurisdiction of the OIG’s activities. Among the
authority, jurisdiction, responsibilities, and functions conferred upon the OIG through the
ILA is the authority and jurisdiction to investigate M-DCPS affairs, including the power to
review past, present, and proposed programs, accounts, records, contracts, and
transactions. The OIG shall have the power to require reports and the production of
records from the M-DCPS Superintendent, School Board members, School District
departments and allied organizations, and School District officers and employees,
regarding any matter within the jurisdiction of the OIG.
III.

REVIEW METHODOLOGY

During the review, the OIG was provided access to email communications, text
messages, and other documents, by M-DCPS, FNEI, and K12. The OIG also reviewed
procurement documents and the agreement with K12. In addition, the OIG conducted
numerous interviews.
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From M-DCPS, the OIG interviewed Superintendent Alberto Carvalho; Dr. Silvia Diaz,
Chief Academic Officer; Marie Izquierdo, Chief Strategy Officer; Mario De Barros, Chief
Procurement Officer; and Iraida Mendez-Cartaya, former Associate Superintendent. 3
From FNEI the OIG interviewed Ann Stith de las Pozas, Executive Director. From K12
the OIG interviewed Nathanial (Nate) Davis, Executive Chairman of the Board, who, at
the time, was also the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). All the above-named individuals
were interviewed by the OIG under oath. The OIG also spoke with several M-DCPS
administrators to obtain general information and confirmation on M-DCPS processes and
procedures. Finally, the OIG spoke with Assistant School Board Attorneys to learn of their
role in the procurement process.
This review was conducted in accordance with the Principles and Standards of Offices of
Inspector General as promulgated by the Association of Inspectors General.
IV.

KEY INDIVIDUALS & ENTITIES COVERED IN THIS REPORT

K12 Florida, LLC & Nathanial (Nate) Davis
K12 Florida, LLC, is a Foreign Limited Liability Company, incorporated in Delaware and
registered to do business in Florida. According to public records filed with the Florida
Division of Corporations, the LLC’s sole member is K12 Management, Inc., which is itself
a subsidiary of Stride, Inc. (Stride), formerly known as K12 Inc. (the name change took
place in December 2020). Stride, Inc. is a publicly traded, technology-based education
company that manages and operates online education curriculums and programs for
public school districts, private schools, and directly to individuals. Stride provides the
enrollment process, software, curriculum, clubs, testing, compliance reports, and
financials for over 75 schools and school districts across the US in 35 states. Stride also
provides customized software solutions, training, and technology support services for
school districts.
At the time of the events described in this report, Nathanial (Nate) Davis was Stride’s
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Chairman of the Board. Mr. Davis resigned from his
position as CEO in January 2021, but remains as Board Chair, a position he has held for
nine years. Prior to his tenure with K12, Mr. Davis had extensive experience working at,
or leading, other communications or technology related companies.
As used in this report, “K12” collectively refers to K12 Florida, LLC; K12 Management,
Inc.; and its parent company, K12 Inc. (as it was named at the time). Mr. Davis, as the
CEO of the parent company, K12 Inc., was involved in the M-DCPS contract negotiations
and discussions involving the $1.57 million donation.

As noted below, some of these individuals are no longer in the same positions. Although their current
titles are stated here and in Section IV, the remainder of the report will reflect the title and positions they
held at the time of the events reported.
3
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Foundation for New Education Initiatives, Inc. & Ann de las Pozas
The Foundation for New Education Initiatives, Inc. (FNEI), is a Direct Support
Organization (DSO) registered with the State of Florida as a 501(c)3, non-profit
corporation. FNEI was established in 2008 by the School Board of Miami-Dade County. 4
FNEI is authorized by Section 1001.453, Fla. Stat., and School Board Policy 9215, which
describes a DSO as being:
…organized and operated exclusively to receive, hold, invest, and
administer property and to make expenditures to or for the benefit of public
kindergarten through 12th grade education and adult career and technical
and community education programs in this District.
FNEI has its own separate Board of Directors. Pursuant to its by-laws, the M-DCPS
Superintendent serves as the Board Chair and the School Board’s Chairperson (currently
Perla Tabares Hantman 5) serves as the Vice-Chairperson of FNEI’s Board of Directors.
Another seat on the FNEI Board is occupied by the President of the Miami-Dade County
Chapter of the Parent-Teacher Association (PTA). The remaining members of the 14member FNEI Board were selected from the community. Since Ms. de las Pozas has
been in her position, any members that have been added to the FNEI Board have been
recruited by her and subject to a vote by the FNEI Board.
FNEI, through charitable donations, secures funding to support students, teachers, and
schools through various programs, such as scholarships, professional development,
internships, technology support for schools, and even meals to needy families. FNEI
does not directly receive M-DCPS funds for its programmatic operations; however, it does
receive support from M-DCPS in the form of free use of facilities, staff, and other
administrative support.
Ms. de las Pozas has been the Executive Director of FNEI since 2014. As Executive
Director she is responsible for the grants, fundraising, events, and day-to-day operations
of FNEI. Ms. de las Pozas is not an employee of M-DCPS, she is a full-time employee of
FNEI and paid by FNEI funding. In addition to Ms. de las Pozas, FNEI pays a part-time
bookkeeper. All other administrative support is provided by M-DCPS, which included the
support of then Associate Superintendent Mendez-Cartaya and her office.

The OIG learned that at the time FNEI was created by the School Board, the Superintendent at that time,
Dr. Rudy Crew, had tasked then Assistant Superintendent Alberto Carvalho with preparing and presenting
the agenda item to the Board.
5 On December 7, 2020, Ms. Tabares Hantman resigned from her role as Vice-Chairperson of the FNEI
Board of Directors. FNEI and M-DCPS policies allow for this position to be delegated.
4
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Key M-DCPS Administrators
During this review, the OIG came to learn of the key individuals who were involved in the
procurement decisions that resulted in K12 implementing a temporary LMS for M-DCPS
and of those individuals involved in the soliciting of the $1.57 million donation from K12.
In addition to Superintendent Alberto Carvalho, these individuals, and their roles and
responsibilities, were:
•

Maria (Marie) Izquierdo was, at the time of the events described herein, the Chief
Academic Officer. She is currently the Chief Strategy Officer. As Chief Academic
Officer, Ms. Izquierdo oversaw everything related to teaching and learning,
including the Division of Academics, Division of Innovation and School Choice,
Family Support Services Division, Information Technology Services, and Office of
Education Transformation and School Improvement. She supervised six assistant
superintendents, including Dr. Sylvia Diaz. Ms. Izquierdo reported directly to
Superintendent Carvalho.

•

Dr. Sylvia Diaz was, at the time of the events described herein, the Assistant
Superintendent in the Office of Academics and Transformation. She is currently
the Chief Academic Officer. As Assistant Superintendent, Dr. Diaz had direct
oversight of several divisions directly involved with teaching and learning and, as
such, oversaw procurements involving classroom technology, computers and
laptops, software, and textbooks. She was also responsible for School Choice
programs, which includes magnet programs and running the school district’s fulltime virtual program.

•

Ms. Iraida Mendez-Cartaya was, at the time of the events described herein, the
Associate Superintendent over the Office of Intergovernmental Affairs, Grants
Administration, and Community Engagement. As of January 11, 2021, Ms.
Mendez-Cartaya no longer works for M-DCPS having taken a position on the staff
of a Miami-Dade County Commissioner. In her position as Associate
Superintendent, she provided managerial and administrative support to FNEI.
Among her managerial duties overseeing FNEI, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya was one of
the two required and authorized signers for FNEI disbursements. She also
reviewed and finalized Ms. de las Pozas’ annual goals and performance
evaluation. Ms. Mendez-Cartaya reported directly to the Superintendent.

•

Mr. Mario De Barros has been the Chief Procurement Officer for M-DCPS since
January 2020, coming to the school district with extensive private sector
procurement and supply chain experience. As the Chief Procurement Officer, Mr.
De Barros oversees all purchasing, including the acquisition of technology
products. Mr. De Barros reports directly to the M-DCPS Chief Financial Officer,
Mr. Ron Steiger, who reports directly to the Superintendent.
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V.

BACKGROUND

As teachers, students, and administrators returned to school after the winter break in
January 2020, COVID-19 was starting to spread in the United States. On March 13, 2020,
as the pandemic increased, the Superintendent, as authorized by School Board Policy
8420, declared an emergency closure of all M-DCPS’ schools effective the following
Monday, March 16, 2020. Although it was unknown at the time, students would not return
to the classrooms for the remainder of the 2019-2020 school year, and all educational
instruction would be completed virtually. At that time, M-DCPS had access to tools such
as Microsoft Teams and Zoom to conduct virtual classes. However, M-DCPS did not have
the ability to “roster”–that is, automatically enter a class roster into Teams or Zoom–
requiring the teachers to manually build their classes with all their students, period by
period. While this was a big task for elementary school teachers, it was a monumental
task for secondary school teachers that had multiple classes and periods throughout the
day with different students in each. M-DCPS needed an integrated electronic LMS.
In fact, M-DCPS had begun the procurement process for a fully integrated, single-platform
LMS in November 2019, by issuing Request for Proposal (RFP) #RFP-19-026-CM.
Responses to the RFP were due and received mid-January 2020. 6 According to Mr. De
Barros, the procurement process was estimated to take until late 2020 or early 2021
before the LMS was acquired and operational. The LMS would require multiple modules
and vetting by numerous departments to ensure complete integration with M-DCPS
systems.
As the pandemic progressed, it became clear to the M-DCPS administration that it
needed a temporary LMS that could serve the needs of the District, the teachers, and the
students during the COVID-19 crisis pending the completion of the LMS procurement
already underway. The M-DCPS administration, through a statutory exemption in the
competitive procurement process, initiated the selection of a vendor to provide a
temporary LMS to M-DCPS that served students both in-person and virtually. The vendor,
K12, was selected from the State’s adopted list of vendors. At that time, the M-DCPS
administration was unsure about what would be required for the coming school year until
the Florida Department of Education (FDOE) issued, on July 6, 2020, Emergency Order
2020-EO-06 regarding the curriculum for the 2020-2021 school year. Within days of the
FDOE guidance, M-DCPS began contract negotiations with K12 and began the process
of trying to set up the platform, integrate its systems, train personnel, and roll out the
temporary LMS in time for the first day of school.
M-DCPS and K12 had a 6-week timeframe to produce the fully functioning temporary
LMS and had to do so during a global pandemic requiring social distancing and virtual
work accommodations. It is clear to the OIG from the review of emails and the statements
of both M-DCPS administrators and Mr. Davis, of K12, that both parties were working
round-the-clock, day after day, to be ready for the first day of school. The process was
6

On February 10, 2021, the School Board approved the procurement.
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riddled with issues from the beginning. By mid-August it became evident that they may
not be ready for the first day of school. The weekend before the start of school was a
definite breaking point; at that time there were still teachers that had not been able to set
up their virtual classrooms and were not prepared to start the school year on the K12
platform. Late in the evening, on the Saturday before the start of school, K12 and MDCPS administrators held a phone conference. During the call, it was agreed that K12
would provide a monetary recognition to the teachers for their hard work, their frustration,
and to incentivize those that still had to work on Sunday to be ready to start school on
Monday. K12 agreed to provide $100, to be given as gift cards, to each M-DCPS
classroom teacher. The donation would be made to FNEI for disbursement to the
teachers.
Based on the documents obtained and the interviews conducted, the OIG was able to
establish the factual findings below.
VI.

FINDINGS

Procurement of K12’s Services
Dr. Sylvia Diaz, then Assistant Superintendent in the Office of Academics and
Transformation, told the OIG that around the time of schools closing in March 2020, K12
was reaching out to school districts across the state and offering use of its platform. K12,
through Mr. Davis, confirmed that during the early days of the pandemic, K12 offered free
access to many school districts and parents. Although Dr. Diaz recalls communicating
with K12 in those early days, serious discussions about K12’s service did not begin until
later.
The OIG has reviewed a document prepared by the Office of Academics and
Transformation that indicates M-DCPS staff contacted K12 on May 4, 2020. Mr. Davis
confirmed that preliminary conversations with M-DCPS began in the spring and continued
through June. Dr. Diaz noted that even if they had an LMS already procured, M-DCPS
did not have content or digital courseware for the students. Dr. Diaz, who was responsible
for classroom technology, purchasing computers, software, and textbooks, and whose
duties also included running the District’s full-time virtual program, was looking ahead to
the fall and began to gather information.
The OIG learned that K12 has been an M-DCPS vendor since 2010. K12 provides
services for the Miami-Dade Online Academy (MDO). MDO is a full-time virtual school
where students attend all their classes online, mostly serving students who are
homeschooled. K12 provides the MDO system, content, and teaching. The current K12
contract for MDO, which is currently the only agreement between M-DCPS and K12,
provides the Virtual Instructional Program requirements for M-DCPS resident students.
The current contract runs from July 2019 through June 2023 with options to extend by
consent of the parties. The cost of the services, per the contract, is calculated based on
IG-20-0008-SI, June 29, 2021
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State funding formulas and options used, such as equipment, internet services, or other
technology support, as well as student enrollment, attendance, and course completion.
The OIG requested M-DCPS provide the total amount paid to K12. A search of the current
M-DCPS system was able to provide information dating back to 2014. K12, from 2014 to
present, has invoiced M-DCPS a total of $6,214,701, and has an open Purchase Order
in the amount of $1,481,789.
According to Dr. Diaz, the system K12 was offering in 2020, was a different platform than
the MDO already in use by M-DCPS. The requirements for the 2020-2021 school year
would be quite different than that required for the MDO.
On May 28, 2020, Ms. Izquierdo, the Chief Academic Officer, and other M-DCPS
administrators, met with K12 virtually to learn about its capabilities and program. Ms.
Izquierdo supervised Dr. Diaz, whose department was requesting the K12 purchase. As
M-DCPS began to explore the options for virtual instruction, M-DCPS administrators were
concerned about how funding for students would be affected.
State funding is determined by the physical count of students attending in person, known
as the Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) Surveys during the school year. For virtual students,
such as those enrolled in the MDO, M-DCPS receives approximately 75% of the funding
it receives for in-person students. Given the potential of numerous students receiving
instruction virtually due to the pandemic, M-DCPS was uncertain as to the funding status,
for FTE purposes, for the virtual students in the coming school year. By June 3, 2020,
when the 2019-2020 school year ended, FDOE had not yet provided any guidance to
school districts regarding the coming 2020-2021 school year. M-DCPS continued to
explore its options without a full understanding of what the State would require. On June
11, 2020, Ms. Izquierdo was provided a demonstration of the K12 program.
FDOE’s emergency order, DOE-2020-EO-06, was published on July 6, 2020. M-DCPS
administrators advised the OIG that the order mandated the same curriculum for students
regardless of whether they attended school online or in person. Compliance with the
order was necessary to receive State funding based on previous projections rather than
in-person enrollment for the 2020-2021 school year. M-DCPS interpreted the mandate as
having to prove students were connecting from home for the same amount of time as if
they were physically in school. M-DCPS needed a solution that would capture data about
the students connecting from home.
The OIG learned that M-DCPS preferred a single vendor for ease of use by both M-DCPS
and students/parents. One vendor serving elementary and secondary schools would
avoid confusion and complications for the District and for parents who might have children
in multiple grade levels with different requirements. It was also important that the system
be able to provide a school day experience for the virtual student that mirrored the inperson student experience. A virtual student had to be able to access lessons, interact
with peers, and complete group projects, just as an in-person student would be able to
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do. Finally, the system should be able to ensure video conferencing with teachers,
students, and peers; as well as allow teachers and students to interact, submit
assignments, chat, and have discussion boards.
Considering the time constraints and the scale of the transition, M-DCPS was hard
pressed to get students and teachers online overnight. Mr. De Barros stated that faced
with the immediate need to provide a virtual learning platform to cover the 2020-2021
school year scheduled to start in August, the M-DCPS Office of Instructional Technology,
requested an immediate solution for the procurement of the services.
The services, the OIG learned, would be for a limited time–the 2020-2021 school year–
as M-DCPS was in the process of procuring an LMS pursuant to #RFP-19-026-CM. 7
According to Mr. De Barros, it would be late 2020 or early 2021 before the LMS was
acquired and operational. Mr. De Barros explained that the purchase of certain
educational content, including software, is statutorily exempt from the requirement of a
competitive procurement by Section 1010.04(4)(a), Florida Statutes. The statutory
exemption is also codified under the School Board Bylaws & Policies - Policy 6320,
Section D and provides:
D. The requirement for requesting competitive solicitations for commodities or
contractual services from three (3) or more sources is waived pursuant to F.S.
1010.04(4)(a), for:
2. the purchase by the Board of educational services and copyrighted
materials including educational tests, textbooks, printed instructional
materials, computer software, films, filmstrips, videotapes, DVDs, disc
or tape recordings, digital recordings, or similar audio-visual materials,
and for library and reference books, and printed library cards where
these materials are purchased directly from the producer or publisher,
the owner of the copyright, an exclusive agent with the State, a
governmental agency or a recognized educational institution.
According to Mr. De Barros, the purchase of the temporary LMS would fall under the
exemption. On July 17, 2020, M-DCPS obtained from FDOE, a legal opinion that the
purchase of temporary curriculum and materials pursuant to the Emergency Order
DOE-2020-EO-06, could be made without prior presentation at a public meeting, in
accordance with Florida Statutes Sections 1006.283(2)(b)8, 9, 11 and 1006.40(4)(b). The
administration proceeded to look for a solution to purchase under the exemption, and the
School Board was going to be, albeit after the fact, apprised of the decision and the
funding source. On July 29, 2020, the M-DCPS administration, at a special meeting of the
School Board, advised the Board of its intent to use Elementary and Secondary School
Relief Funds for the purchase of the K12 temporary LMS.
7

K12 did not submit a proposal.
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The OIG was advised that M-DCPS initiated the selection process using the State
adopted list of vendors, just as it would to select textbooks or materials. The OIG was
advised that M-DCPS identified three potential vendors. According to Ms. Izquierdo, there
were other vendors, but they had separate platforms for primary and secondary schools.
Those vendors were eliminated from the start as it would have been very difficult for
parents with multiple students in different grade levels to deal with different platforms and
for M-DCPS to manage two separate platforms.
Only three vendors offered the needed services for grades K through 12. The vendors
were: Connections Education of Florida, LLC (Connections Academy), Florida Virtual
School, and K12. Although M-DCPS staff considered all three, it became apparent that
Connections Academy and Florida Virtual School were not feasible options. M-DCPS
never received a response from Connections Academy, and there was some concern
from staff regarding the quality of the program. Florida Virtual School was not a viable
option as the platform did not allow modification of its set content, and more importantly,
its capacity included training for up to 3,000 teachers and its own contracted teachers to
provide instruction. M-DCPS could not displace its teachers and needed a program that
would train all of them.
Ultimately, M-DCPS decided to contract with K12 based on its content, the instructional
delivery of K12’s materials, which M-DCPS deemed better than the others, and K12’s
ability to make changes or modifications to its system. In addition, Ms. Izquierdo stated
that the acquisition of K12 services also provided an interface to connect teachers with
their assigned students. In case the teacher of record was absent, this platform would
provide standards aligned instruction with the teacher–present or not.
According to Ms. Izquierdo, K12’s initial price was $40 million for the system–a price that
was not acceptable to M-DCPS. Negotiations ensued, and as Mr. Davis informed the
OIG, M-DCPS repeatedly requested price reductions. Superintendent Carvalho
confirmed that M-DCPS staff engaged K12 in back-and-forth negotiations to obtain the
best pricing and value. Superintendent Carvalho explained that when he received and
reviewed the first round of negotiations information from his staff, he was not comfortable
with the pricing. The initial pricing structure provided for a per student charge which would
have resulted in about a $40 million cost. That was nowhere near the available funding
that M-DCPS had for this project, particularly since the goal was to quickly implement a
one-year solution while staff continued to work through the original RFP process to
procure the long-term LMS. A Zoom meeting was scheduled for Superintendent Carvalho
to meet with Mr. Davis, to discuss the pricing structure. The meeting took place on July
10, 2020.
According to Superintendent Carvalho, the meeting was not very pleasant because it was
clear that M-DCPS could not afford the initial pricing. There was a subsequent meeting,
during which Mr. Davis revisited the numbers and presented a lower cost, with some
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concessions, for a total of about $16.5 million. Mr. Davis confirmed to the OIG that the
negotiations continued until they were able to agree.
The agreed price was $15,350,000 for a one-year contract with a one-year option to
renew. Superintendent Carvalho explained to the OIG that K12 had originally wanted a
two-year commitment. Instead of the two-year term, M-DCPS eventually agreed to a oneyear option to renew and the ability to terminate the contract. According to Mr. Davis, the
final price was a substantial reduction, but he believed K12’s product was a great tool for
students and its use by M-DCPS would be a great investment in K12’s future and for
education in general.
On July 10, 2020, the parties having reached an agreement on price, began to draft the
agreement. Timelines were established for K12 to deliver integration of the M-DCPS
grading system, class rosters, content, and professional development to ensure the
teachers knew how to work the system. At the time M-DCPS and K12 began the work to
get the system ready, it was six weeks to the scheduled first day of school, August 24,
2020. At a meeting on July 29, 2020, the School Board delayed the start of school by
one week and set August 31, 2020, as the first day of the 2020-2021 school year.
An agreement was written and signed by K12’s President of Academics on August 10,
2020. Mr. Davis described the services to be provided by K12 to include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complex customized solution for M-DCPS, while using some of K12’s standard
solutions and products.
K12’s LMS platforms for Kindergarten to 5th grade and 6-12 grades.
Student enrollment process using two (2) K12 enrollment systems.
A system allowing for student-teacher communication in Zoom and/or WebEx, via
another customized software solution.
All of K12’s curriculum and curriculum content.
Customization of all these systems to be able to process data back-and-forth
between the M-DCPS and K12 registrar systems.

According to Mr. Davis these were some but not all the components K12 would be
providing to M-DCPS. Mr. Davis admitted to the OIG that K12 staff went into the project
knowing it was a risk to be able to get all the work done in a 6-7 week period. However,
he stated that as the K12 and M-DCPS teams started to work, everyone was focused on
implementing the project by school opening.
Issues with Setting Up the K12 Temporary LMS
Both M-DCPS and K12 describe that 6-7 week period as a frenzy of work, 24/7, to ensure
the system had the M-DCPS content and integrated with the M-DCPS systems. Ms.
Izquierdo stated that K12 came up short on the professional development and on
timelines. According to Ms. Izquierdo, if it had been agreed that something would be
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delivered by a certain date and time, then at the promised time, K12 would promise to
deliver on another date and time. The OIG has learned that there were issues with loading
roster data, setting up classes, loading course content, system configuration delays, and
problems with the professional development training. Ms. Izquierdo described the process
as K12 continuously moving the goalposts, and every time they moved the goalposts,
they shrunk the amount of time that teachers had to ready their virtual classrooms, in
preparation for the first day of school.
According to Mr. Davis, the project scope kept changing. The changes centered on how
K12 would interface with M-DCPS processes. M-DCPS and K12 each had proprietary
processes and K12 needed to find a way to make those work together. The complexity
and continual scope changes produced confusion and required software changes. The
additional software changes called for K12 to come up with new solutions. Mr. Davis
explained that by late-July, early-August, people were working literally 24/7 to find the
best way to get this done for the students, in a way that teachers could manage the
system.
Superintendent Carvalho explained to the OIG, that between August 21-24, he received
reports of growing concerns regarding the statement of work and deliverables following a
series of Zoom meetings with K12 and M-DCPS staff. On August 23, 2020, although MDCPS teachers logged on, they could not access the K12 system. M-DCPS
administrators were concerned over the quality of the professional development,
timeliness, and speed of systems integration with K12 systems. The concerns intensified
as the last weekend prior to the first day of school approached. There were several Zoom
meetings between M-DCPS and K12 staff, along with round-the-clock work, to attempt to
address the various concerns ahead of the upcoming school opening.
One of the biggest concerns centered on the ability of teachers to perform their “Class
Connects” process or rostering of classes. That is a process where each teacher logs
onto the K12 platform and completes a series of set up steps to match schools, grades,
classes/curriculum, teachers, and students, ahead of an actual class session.
Establishing those class connections was critical for a smooth kick-off of the K12 platform
on the first day of school. Some teachers were attempting to load their Class Connects,
or to complete them, and were losing the data and had to repeat the process several
times. Ms. Izquierdo stated that teachers, as per their collective bargaining agreement,
are not asked to work weekends or after hours, however, it was clear to her that many
teachers, as with everything else during the pandemic, just rolled up their sleeves and
tried to get it done.
Ms. Izquierdo stated that the weekend leading up to the scheduled first day of school on
August 31, 2020, included a “rolling rostering of classes” and three meetings a day for
updates with the executive leadership of K12. Although it was clear to Ms. Izquierdo that
little-by-little more and more students were being rostered by teachers, it was not at 100%.
M-DCPS needed to have 100% of all students, all classes, and all teachers in the system
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by the first day of school. Ms. Izquierdo explained that the process should have been
completed weeks prior to the first day of school, but it was the Friday before the start of
school, and it was nowhere near complete. It was inevitable that some teachers would be
working over the weekend, prior to the first day of school, to get their classes set up in
the K12 system. Superintendent Carvalho advised the OIG that either on August 28 or
29, 2020, a heated Zoom interaction between M-DCPS staff and K12 representatives
revealed several surprises over data integration challenges that K12 had not previously
disclosed. M-DCPS staff was concerned and expressed sympathy and understanding for
the frustration that teachers were experiencing.
Regarding the issues prior to the start of the school year, K12’s Mr. Davis stated that the
changing scope of work and the requirements to interface with M-DCPS necessitated
continuous work. By late-August, Mr. Davis admits they were in jeopardy of not being able
to test, train, and roll out the system. At that point, he personally handled phone calls from
M-DCPS officials four or five times a day trying to make the system work. He
acknowledged that part of the problem was that time was running out for the teachers to
be able to set up their courses and class rosters in the system. Although there clearly
were many issues with the system, Mr. Davis described the process as a very
collaborative effort. K12 and M-DCPS were working together all hours of the day and
night to get it done. Mr. Davis told the OIG that he wholeheartedly believed that had there
been more than six weeks to set up, test, train, and roll out the program, it would have
been a great tool for M-DCPS. He also expressed that they (K12 and M-DCPS) shared
a common vision about online education and its potential.
M-DCPS administrators indicated to the OIG that they believed K12 staff were
embarrassed and struggling to deliver. Ms. Izquierdo made it clear that “they are good
people.” She felt K12 dealt with M-DCPS honestly, and despite the issues with delivering
its services on time, K12 representatives were responsive to M-DCPS. She told the OIG
that if M-DCPS “...demanded to talk to them in the next 15 minutes, they would all be on
the call in the next 15 minutes. They were very responsive. They were struggling, and
they were struggling primarily because they had a reliance on other, I guess you call them,
third-party vendors, subcontractors–if you will–that they have, that we did not know about,
that were failing them.”
Contract Not Executed
Dr. Diaz stated that as they were working to iron out all the issues and get the system
running, the execution of the contract was halted. The agreement had been drafted and
signed by K12’s President of Academics on August 10, 2020. The OIG learned that the
agreement then moved through the customary review and signature process at M-DCPS.
It was reviewed by the Chief Procurement Officer, the Office of Risk Management, and
for form and legal sufficiency by an Assistant School Board Attorney, and then sent to the
Superintendent’s office for his signature.
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Superintendent Carvalho explained that the originating department shepherds a contract
through the process of obtaining all the necessary signatures; in this case it was Dr. Diaz
who guided the process. He explained that prior to the pandemic, his assistant would
have physically brought him the contract. This time, the contract was sent via email. After
looking at the contract, which seemed to reflect the information that had been presented
to him, he gave his “okay” to his assistant. His assistant added his electronic signature
and sent it back to Dr. Diaz.
Shortly thereafter, his concern level increased based on information that was coming out
of Dr. Diaz’s shop. As his staff was informing him of some of the hurdles and timeline
breaches, he became so concerned that he decided to void and forbid the release of a
contract with his electronic signature affixed to it. Superintendent Carvalho stated he
notified his staff to stop the release of the digitally signed contract, by communicating
directly to his assistant and to Chief Financial Officer Ron Steiger. He advised that the
contract should not go out unless it had his original ink signature. Superintendent
Carvalho believes that after he said he did not want that version of the contract to leave
M-DCPS, staff moved to add “VOID” to all the pages of that contract. (Exhibit 1)
It is clear, that a fully executed contract was never returned to K12. The OIG has reviewed
the electronically signed contract stamped VOID and Dr. Diaz’s email correspondence
from August 21, 2020, indicating that she had not returned the executed copy of the
contract to K12. (Exhibit 2) Dr. Diaz and Mr. De Barros confirmed that the contract was
not delivered, and no purchase order was created that would enable payments under the
contract.
Mr. Davis acknowledged that he was aware they did not have a fully executed contract
as they were rushing to set up the program prior to the start of the new school year. Mr.
Davis advised the OIG that he did not have any conversations with Superintendent
Carvalho about executing the contract. Specifically, he stated: “There was not a contract
conversation about [whether] the contract’s executed or wasn’t executed. I don’t even
remember talking about that with him, because we were so focused on just how do we
get this done, that really was our sole focus.”
Donation Suggested
On Friday, August 28, 2020, the last business day before the start of the 2020-2021
school year, there remained issues with loading course content and class rosters in the
system. It was clear by then, that some teachers would be working over the weekend to
be able to start the school year.
Ms. Izquierdo advised the OIG that in her discussions with the Superintendent regarding
the ongoing K12 problems, she expressed the frustration she and her staff shared that
the teachers, as of the Friday before school opening, were not able to “roster” their
courses. Indeed, some teachers had been able to roster their classes and enter their
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content, but many had been required to do it multiple times, as content would be deleted
from the system due to backups, upgrades, or unknown failures, and many had not been
able to enter their information at all. Mr. Davis confirmed to the OIG that the Friday prior
to the scheduled start of school, there remained a lot of work for teachers.
On August 28 or 29, 2020, there was a Zoom meeting between M-DCPS staff and K12
that again turned heated. Superintendent Carvalho advised the OIG that during the
meeting it was revealed that there were several data integration challenges that had not
been previously disclosed. Superintendent Carvalho remembers Ms. Izquierdo turning
to him during the meeting and saying, “My heart is breaking for what teachers are going
through, it’s not fair, it’s not right, they are being asked now to do work during a time
where they should be already prepared for it, and we should be doing something for them.
They should be getting something, K12 needs to do something for them.” Superintendent
Carvalho asked her, “What would that be?” Ms. Izquierdo replied, “Some sort of a gift,
you know, money, a gift card, something.”
Ms. Izquierdo confirmed that she suggested to the Superintendent that something should
be done for the teachers. She stated that “…we didn’t want anything for us, we wanted
to get it back to teachers, we didn’t want to say, let’s renegotiate the terms of this contract,
the contract was in process, it was pretty much done, not fully executed, but done. But
we wanted to squeeze them and make them hurt a little bit for the pain and suffering they
had done to our teachers.”
Superintendent Carvalho told the OIG that he liked the idea. He thought about it and felt
the same level of frustration, while experiencing a degree of disappointment over the
shortcomings of K12, as well as the pressure to have a successful online school launch
on the first day of school. Out of frustration over K12’s performance and shortcomings, a
concern over what was being asked of teachers, and wanting to recognize the teachers
for doing something that was above-and-beyond, the idea of a donation made sense to
him.
On August 29, 2020, Superintendent Carvalho reached out to Mr. Davis and told him
about his concerns and displeasure. They agreed that they simply needed to do
something to recognize what teachers had done. According to Superintendent Carvalho,
Mr. Davis liked the idea and asked for an hour to consult with his staff. Mr. Davis called
the Superintendent shortly after and advised that K12 could do something for the
teachers. They discussed $50 or $100 gift certificates and agreed to $100, because it
would not be an insulting amount.
Mr. Davis confirmed that he had a conversation about the donation on August 29 and
then a conversation with a larger group late that evening. Mr. Davis recalled discussing
the idea of making “…the teachers feel good that they were going to ask them to do a lot
of work,” and that the suggestion of the donation arose from those discussions, but he
did not remember who suggested it or exactly how it came about, but eventually that was
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“the place we landed.” Mr. Davis advised the OIG that he agreed with the donation and
did not feel pressured, coerced, or that the teacher recognition was in any way contingent
on receipt of the fully executed contract. Mr. Davis assured the OIG that raising the
contract price at that point was never discussed nor a consideration for him. He was
focused on trying to solve a problem together with M-DCPS, getting the program up and
running was his primary concern. After the initial discussion with Superintendent
Carvalho, Mr. Davis texted the group at M-DCPS to discuss the idea, which had not been
fully elaborated upon at that point.
The OIG has reviewed the text sent by Mr. Davis at 10:29 p.m., Saturday, August 29,
2020, to Alberto Carvalho, Marie Izquierdo, Jose Dotres, Chief Human Capital Officer,
Jaime Torrens, Chief of Staff, and Daisy Gonzalez-Diego, Chief Communications Officer.
The text reads:
All - Alberto and I will be proposing an incentive tonight that
we hope will get more teachers to work on Sunday
(tomorrow).
10:45 p.m. bridge call tonight. 15 mins from now to discuss
ins and outs. Bridge: 1-888-824-5783 Code: 9841 9496#
Thanks all. Forgive me for a Saturday night call.
Nate
At 10:45 p.m. on August 29, 2020, M-DCPS staff, including Superintendent Carvalho and
Mr. Davis, held a phone conference and discussed the donation. The discussion, as the
OIG has confirmed from the sworn statements of the Superintendent, Ms. Izquierdo, and
Mr. Davis, first informed the group that K12 wanted to provide the teachers with some
recognition for work beyond normal work hours they had to do to prepare for the first day
of classes. The OIG has also reviewed the contemporaneous notes of the meeting taken
by Ms. Izquierdo and sent by email to the participants immediately after the meeting at
11:27 p.m.
Ms. Izquierdo’s recollection, as corroborated by her notes, was that Mr. Davis started the
phone conference call by saying “Alberto [Superintendent Carvalho] has a suggestion
which I accept. The idea is a very simple idea.” The idea discussed was a monetary
recognition to be provided to the teachers by K12. Ms. Izquierdo describes a back-andforth conversation by all, as the parameters of the donation were discussed.
According to Ms. Izquierdo, it was decided that all teachers should receive the recognition
because, although not all teachers had to work over the weekend, all had experienced
issues and frustrations in preparing their K12 Class Connects for the upcoming school
year. Ms. Izquierdo recalls there was a discussion during the call about what to call the
donation. Consideration was given to “recognition”, “appreciation”, “one-time incentive”,
and “gratitude” for the work done by the teachers in preparing for the first day of school.
Superintendent Carvalho’s recollection as to the discussion was similar to Ms.
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Izquierdo’s. Ms. Izquierdo felt strongly that it should not be worded as “incentive” because
by that point, Saturday night, many teachers had already been able to access their
platform and set up their virtual classrooms. To her it was more than an incentive for the
remaining teachers that were still trying to set up their virtual classrooms, it was
appreciation and recognition for all the work teachers had done.
The amount of $100 per teacher was also agreed upon. Ms. Izquierdo explained that
while teachers are salaried and do not necessarily receive overtime pay, they are at times
paid stipends for extra work. These stipends are typically for $100. She also stated that
the donation amount was easily calculated based on the 15,761 classroom teachers
multiplied by $100 totaling to a donation amount of $1,576,100. The group also discussed
how to get the donation to the teachers in the simplest and most efficient manner. It was
deemed a difficult and lengthy, if not impossible, task to have K12 directly send the
donation to each teacher. Moreover, as Superintendent Carvalho recalled, K12 was not
comfortable with directly distributing the gift to the teachers as it did not have the logistics
to handle the distribution.
The option of having K12 provide the funding directly to M-DCPS was discussed, but it
presented several challenges. It was unclear how M-DCPS could process and distribute
the funds, and it was unknown if such a distribution created issues with the collective
bargaining agreement or required approval by the School Board. It was decided that
providing the donation to the FNEI earmarked specifically for $100 gift cards for teachers
was the most efficient method of getting the recognition to the teachers.
At 1:10 a.m. on Sunday, August 30, 2020 (following the Saturday night discussion), Ms.
Gonzalez-Diego sent the participants a draft email message intended to be sent to the
schools and teachers regarding the $100 gift. The gift was described as a gesture of
gratitude and an incentive to set up their Class Connects on the K12 platform by the end
of the day on Sunday. The message would be sent along with a K12 message informing
the teachers of extended live support desk service hours for that weekend and
reminders/tips for their Class Connects scheduling.
On Sunday, August 30, teachers received an email informing them that: “As a gesture of
gratitude for their extraordinary commitment to provide students with an optimal schooling
experience from day one, the Foundation for New Education Initiatives, through a K12
donation, is recognizing teachers who schedule their Class Connects by 11:59 p.m. today
with a token of appreciation valued at $100.”
Donation to the Foundation for New Education Initiatives (FNEI)
The OIG was advised that FNEI receives donations from various sources including
foundations, philanthropic associations, and individuals. Ms. de las Pozas explained that
when FNEI receives funds those funds can be unrestricted, for use at the discretion of
FNEI, or restricted by the donor for a specific purpose. Annually, the FNEI Board votes
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on a list of initiatives for which the foundation will be raising funds. If donations are
received for those initiatives, then FNEI can immediately use those funds for that purpose.
If funds are received for something other than what the FNEI Board has already decided
is an initiative, then the funds would be accepted and presented to the FNEI Board for
approval. If the FNEI Board does not approve the use of the funds as intended by the
donor, then the funds would be returned.
The OIG also took the statement of Ms. Mendez-Cartaya, former Associate
Superintendent, Office of Intergovernmental Affairs, Grants Administration and
Community Engagement, whose M-DCPS responsibilities included support of FNEI. Ms.
Mendez-Cartaya stated that solicitations are not made from contractors/vendors in a
pending procurement process. Ms. Mendez-Cartaya was not aware of any policies, forms,
or practice where communication occurs between M-DCPS and FNEI to verify if any
potential conflicts exist between donating entities and pending procurement matters. Ms.
de las Pozas advised that M-DCPS vendors do sponsor events such as the FNEI Gala
and the 5K Race. The sponsorships typically involve the vendor providing items like tshirts, water bottles, or towels that contain their company logos as advertisement on the
items. Finally, the OIG learned that FNEI routinely provides M-DCPS employees
recognition for work they have done for M-DCPS, such as Teacher-of-the-Year, the
Runner-up-of-the-Year, and AFSCME (American Federation of State, County, &
Municipal Employees) recognitions.
Ms. Mendez-Cartaya advised the OIG that she first became aware of the K12 donation
to FNEI on Sunday morning, August 30, 2020–the day before the school year started.
That morning she checked her messages and noticed she had missed an invitation for a
conference call that had been set for 10:45 p.m. the night before. She contacted Tabitha
Fazzino, M-DCPS’ Chief Compliance Officer, to find out what she had missed and found
out K12 was providing a donation to M-DCPS teachers via FNEI. This was not unusual,
because processing donations for M-DCPS and its teachers is within the realm of what
FNEI does. Neither Ms. de las Pozas nor Ms. Mendez-Cartaya were involved in the
solicitation of the donation or the procurement of the K12 contract. Ms. Mendez-Cartaya
noted that from her perspective when she received the email about the donation, she
assumed the contract had been executed.
Once she became aware of the donation, she notified Ms. de las Pozas to follow the
process of receiving the donation via a wire transfer. Ms. de las Pozas, in her statement
to the OIG, confirmed that she received an email from Ms. Mendez-Cartaya on Sunday,
August 30 regarding the donation from K12 for $100 gift cards for teachers, the subject
line read “Re: K12 is providing funding to FNEI for teacher incentives.” (Exhibit 3) In the
email, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya advised her assistant and Ms. de las Pozas to prepare to buy
a “significant number of gift cards.” She also advised Ron Steiger, the Chief Financial
Officer, that accounting should lift her monthly and daily balance. The OIG learned that
FNEI does not have a credit card to make purchases. An M-DCPS credit card, referred
to as a purchase card (p-card), was assigned to Ms. Mendez-Cartaya for FNEI purchases.
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Ms. Mendez-Cartaya told the OIG that the M-DCPS p-card for FNEI purchases had a
monthly and daily balance limit. Her email to Mr. Steiger was meant as notice to him that
prior to the purchase of the gift cards those balance limits had to be raised. Ms. MendezCartaya advised that she would have made a formal request that would have included a
date to revert to the established limits prior to the actual purchase of the gift cards. 8 Ms.
de las Pozas explained to the OIG that for the FNEI M-DCPS p-card purchases, she
would be provided a copy of the credit card statement, reconcile the bill, and issue an
FNEI check to reimburse M-DCPS.
It is clear to the OIG that starting on the morning of August 30, 2020, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya
and Ms. de las Pozas, when both found out about the donation, attempted to obtain the
information necessary to receive the donation. To accomplish the gift card purchases,
Ms. Mendez-Cartaya stated that she asked several people for information to plan the
logistics of purchasing and distributing a large volume of gift cards. Although the exact
details of how the gift cards were going to be purchased and distributed were not decided,
Ms. Mendez-Cartaya shared what her thoughts were at the time. She stated that she
probably would have purchased the gift cards in bulk electronically to be distributed
electronically. The OIG learned that FNEI has a program in place through Publix to
purchase Publix gift cards for homeless students. The program has controls to ensure
the tracking of the receipt of the gift cards by principals and the distribution of those cards.
Another possible method would be to buy gift cards in bulk and distribute set amounts to
principals for them to distribute to the teachers. Again, a tracking mechanism would have
to be in place to account for the gift cards delivered to the principals and then the
distribution to the teachers.
One of the essential pieces of information needed was the number of teachers receiving
the gift cards. The OIG has been advised that the M-DCPS Information Technology (IT)
department was requested to provide the number of teachers with students assigned to
grades K through 12. 9 The OIG was provided with a document from IT’s query. The entire
content of the document is:

Ms. Mendez-Cartaya was interviewed by the OIG on two separate occasions. At the time of her interview
regarding the p-card limits, she was no longer working for M-DCPS and could not recall if the established
limit was $2,500 or $5,000.
9 In addition to the grades K through 12 classroom teachers, M-DCPS has other teachers serving as
interventionists, substitutes, or in other assignments.
8
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Ms. Mendez-Cartaya did not recall seeing that document until the OIG asked her to review
the document. She said that she had requested the total number of teachers and other
information to plan the purchase and distribution of the gift cards. The OIG has reviewed
emails provided by M-DCPS. On Sunday, August 30, 2020, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya asked
Mr. Dotres, Chief Human Capital Officer, for the exact number of teachers. On September
2, 2020, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya inquired of Ms. Izquierdo who at K12 should be contacted
for a commitment letter and FNEI invoice. Ms. Izquierdo emailed Mr. Davis and asked
him to advise. Mr. Davis responded to both stating that he was the contact person.
Specifically, regarding the number of teachers, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s recollection is that
she was given the number of teachers during a conversation, she wrote it down, and later
provided it to Ms. de las Pozas.
On September 3, 2020, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya requested that Ms. de las Pozas prepare
an invoice from FNEI to K12 for “100 per teacher that completed the Class Connect I will
send you the number tonight”. 10 The following morning, September 4, 2020, Ms. MendezCartaya emailed Ms. de las Pozas and stated, “The number is 15,761 teachers” and
provided Mr. Davis’ email address. (Exhibit 4) The OIG’s review found that the number
15,761 was also the number Ms. Izquierdo believed to represent the grades K through 12
classroom teachers. The OIG has been advised by M-DCPS’ current Chief of Human
Capital, Dr. Dawn Baglos, that there is no easy way to calculate district-wide how many
teachers have classroom students assigned. M-DCPS has many employees that are
qualified as teachers in positions other than assigned to students in classrooms. Ms.
Mendez-Cartaya, who never saw the IT document indicating 15,576 teachers on the
master schedule, provided the number she received–15,761. 11

Ms. Mendez-Cartaya explained to the OIG that what she meant by “teachers that completed the Class
Connect” was all the teachers that had to prepare for teaching virtually on the first day of school.
11 The OIG recognizes that the number in the IT document would reduce the K12 donation by $18,500. It
appears from our review that the difference is associated with the difficulty in calculating an exact number
of classroom teachers, given that so many M-DCPS employees may be classified as teachers but be
working in other assignments, rather than an attempt to inflate the donation. Moreover, FNEI was not
charging its typical 5% administrative fee, which would be greater than $18,500, to cover the costs
associated with carrying out the distribution of the intended gift to the teachers.
10
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In reply to Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s email regarding the number of teachers, Ms. de las
Pozas questioned the amount:

Ms. Mendez-Cartaya responded:

Ms. de las Pozas prepared the invoice accepting a donation and asked Ms. MendezCartaya to review it prior to sending it to Mr. Davis. 12 The OIG has reviewed the email
and the invoice sent to K12. The invoice is for $1,570,000 and not $1,576,100. (Exhibit
5) Ms. de las Pozas admitted to the OIG that she made a mistake on the amount when
she invoiced K12. Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s review did not catch the mistake, as she
advised Ms. de las Pozas that the invoice was, “ok to go out.” On September 4, 2020,

According to Ms. de las Pozas, her request to have Ms. Mendez-Cartaya review the invoice is not a
routine practice. She requested it because Ms. Mendez-Cartaya had requested she issue an invoice and
Ms. de las Pozas wanted to be sure it was correct.

12
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after receiving the letter and invoice from FNEI, Mr. Davis sent the following email to Ms.
de las Pozas:

In addition to preparing the invoice, Ms. de las Pozas prepared an agenda item for the
FNEI Board to accept the donation. As this donation was not part of the FNEI Board’s
annual plan, it would have to go before the FNEI Board for approval before FNEI could
disburse the funds. The OIG was advised that since the donation was not time sensitive
for distribution, a special meeting to address it was not scheduled, and the item was
added to the next regularly scheduled meeting.
Ms. de las Pozas also communicated directly with K12 through Mr. Davis and other K12
representatives regarding the donation; primarily to obtain the appropriate bank and wire
transfer information. Mr. Davis also inquired if FNEI was a non-profit organization and
requested verification of FNEI’s 501(c)(3) status. On September 8, 2020, there were email
communications between Ms. de las Pozas and K12 representatives regarding the wire
transfer, which was sent to FNEI that day. The OIG has reviewed FNEI bank records
indicating the receipt of $1,570,000 from K12. The OIG learned that per FNEI’s
established accounting procedures to track the donation, it was placed on hold pending
direction from the FNEI Finance Committee and FNEI Board at its regularly scheduled
meetings in October. The funds have not been disbursed by FNEI. 13
First Days of School – Go-Live and Cancellation of K12
August 31 through September 2, 2020, the first days of the new school year, were difficult
for M-DCPS due to a combination of events that disrupted the educational process. As
Superintendent Carvalho explained to the OIG, the first occurrence was a mechanical
breakdown that was indispensable to M-DCPS’ data center and brought down M-DCPS’
ability to communicate with schools. M-DCPS also discovered it had experienced DDoS
(Distributed Denial of Service) attacks and that the contracted internet provider’s shield
against these attacks had not performed as it should. According to Superintendent
13

The FNEI Board decided to defer any action pending the OIG’s review.
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Carvalho, the simultaneous occurrence of those two events obfuscated M-DCPS’ ability
to see that K12 was underperforming.
Since the systems were not up and running normally, M-DCPS was not able to test K12’s
performance. During the first few days of school, it appeared that the issues were primarily
from the mechanical failure and the DDoS attacks. That gave K12 a safe space until the
afternoon of September 2, 2020, when it became clear that there were systemic issues
with K12. The OIG learned that the K12 service for the secondary level (grades 6-12)
exhibited real problematic concerns. However, significant issues could not be detected to
be impacting K12’s performance in the K-5 grades. M-DCPS learned that grades 6-12
were being handled by a K12 subcontractor, and it appeared that the service for those
grades was significantly underperforming. M-DCPS staff began having serious doubts
about the viability of the grades 6-12 platform under K12.
On September 2, 2020, the School Board’s Fiscal Committee held a meeting and raised
numerous questions about the K12 contract and the donation. At that time, Mr. Davis
was available and waiting to speak to the School Board and answer questions. Mr. Davis
did not make a presentation to the School Board but indicated to Superintendent Carvalho
in a text message that he would gladly speak to the members. On the evening of
September 2, 2020, Mr. Davis texted Superintendent Carvalho and then emailed him
asking for a call. The email was forwarded to the Superintendent and was part of a string
email with Ms. Izquierdo and Ms. Mendez-Cartaya about the donation contact person.
Mr. Davis wrote:
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In a separate email, also sent on September 2, 2020, responding to a question by Ms.
Izquierdo, Mr. Davis wrote:

When asked if the conversation took place and what was discussed, Mr. Davis, who was
given an opportunity to review the emails and texts, stated: “I’m sorry, but no I don’t
remember exactly, I remember vaguely, but I don’t remember exactly. Vaguely, it was me
talking about, we’ve gone through a process back-and-forth, and I wanted to make sure
everything was still on track, that I was talking to the right people, everything was OK and
that was about all, it was a very short conversation, that I remember.” Superintendent
Carvalho was also asked if the conversation took place and if so, what was discussed.
The Superintendent did not believe they spoke that evening and saw no record of it in his
call log. He stated that his best guess was that Mr. Davis, by the end of the third day of
school, was concerned over the “…systemic and catastrophic failures on the part of K12.
M-DCPS and K12 staff had Zoom conversations about the growing concerns. There were
also internal conversations among M-DCPS staff about abandoning the grades 6-12
component, which was decided upon around the end of the first week of school.
Sometime in the next couple of days, Superintendent Carvalho did communicate his
concerns and the decision to discontinue the service for grades 6-12 to Mr. Davis.
Superintendent Carvalho specifically told Mr. Davis that he no longer trusted K12’s ability
to deliver on that portion, and that K-5 was very much in “no man’s land.” Mr. Davis was
not happy, but he clearly understood that the grade 6-12 element of the K12 platform was
compromised and it was being suspended, possibly as of September 6, 2020.
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Mr. Davis, on behalf of K12, sent the School Board a letter expressing regret for the
events that caused a difficult start to the new school year. He acknowledged that:
[a]lthough we all knew the 6-week timeframe was a challenge, we
owed it to the students, their families, and their teachers to deliver.
And while in any complex, highly scaled solution there will be
ongoing issues to solve, we still regret we have not been able to get
to where the Miami-Dade administration wants to be. To this day,
we continue to make changes to resolve issues and make
improvements that Miami-Dade wants to see and will continue to do
so as their partner. Our teams quickly stabilized the platform that
supports kindergarten through fifth grade students, however the
platform that supports students in grades six through twelve needed
more work, and clearly did not handle Miami-Dade’s requirements
from the onset. The K12 team has worked around the clock in
concert with the Miami-Dade team to address our issues, and
although there are more functional changes that need to be made,
performance is improving each day. (Exhibit 6)
On September 9, 2020, the School Board terminated all K12 services and directed
ceasing the execution of any pending contractual agreement effective September 11,
2020. 14
VII.

ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL CONFLICTS AND POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS OF
THE STATE AND SCHOOL BOARD CODES OF ETHICS

The OIG’s review focused on determining whether there were any violations or prohibited
conflicts of interest pursuant to the State’s Conflict of Interest and Code of Ethics Statutes
and School Board Policies, regarding the solicitation of a donation during the procurement
process. The OIG examined Florida statutes and School Board policies to assess if any
prohibited actions occurred. We found no violations of the State’s Conflict of Interest and
Code of Ethics Statutes. However, we believe the donation solicited from a vendor is
contrary to the School Board’s Code of Ethics as it gives rise to the appearance of
impropriety. Our analysis of specific Florida statutes and School Board policies follows.
Section 112.3148 Florida Statutes
This section prohibits public employees that must file public disclosures of financial
interests and procurement employees from soliciting and accepting gifts from vendors
doing business with the employee’s agency if the gifts are for the personal benefit of the
employee, their immediate family, or other employees required to file public disclosures.
14 The School Board’s decision did not affect the K12 contract for MDO. K12 did not receive any funds from
M-DCPS for the temporary LMS.
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The State statute reads in relevant part:
A reporting individual or procurement employee is prohibited from
soliciting any gift from a vendor doing business with the reporting
individual’s or procurement employee’s agency, … where such gift is for
the personal benefit of the reporting individual or procurement
employee, another reporting individual or procurement employee, or any
member of the immediate family of a reporting individual or procurement
employee.
This statute was not violated only because the donation solicited was for the benefit of MDCPS teachers, who are not required to file disclosures.
School Board Policy 1210.01
The School Board Policy specifically proscribes as a conflict of interest for:
[e]mployees who are in the position to make or influence a decision to
spend school funds…[to] solicit or accept any personal gifts, favors, or
benefits of more than nominal value during a calendar year from any
single person or organization that might benefit from the employee’s
decision.
An actual conflict of interest did not occur because the employees who solicited the gift,
although in a position to spend school funds, did not solicit a personal gift or benefit.
Section 112.313(2), Fla. Stat., and School Board Policies 1129 and 1210.01
Section 112.313(2), Fla. Stat., and School Board Policies 1129 specifically prohibit
employees from:
…soliciting or accepting anything of value, such as a gift, loan, reward,
promise of future employment, favor, or service that is based on an
understanding that their official action or judgment would be influenced
by such gift.
The School Board’s Code of Ethics codified in School Board Policy 1210.01, under the
Conflicts of Interests Section I, General Limitation on Solicitation, similarly states:
An employee shall not solicit, directly or indirectly any payments or other
benefits under circumstances that would create in the mind of a
reasonable person in the community the belief that such payments or
benefits were provided with the intent to improperly influence the
employee’s actions.
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It is clear from the statements obtained by the OIG that the $100 per teacher donation
was solicited by M-DCPS personnel from a vendor, K-12, while official action by M-DCPS
remained to be taken, that being the execution of a $15.35 million contract with the
vendor. However, it is also clear from the testimony of M-DCPS administrators and K12’s
CEO, as well as the review of contemporaneous emails and text messages, that there
was no understanding that the gift was in any way contingent on or influenced the official
action of the Superintendent or any M-DCPS official. Superintendent Carvalho stated
that he and Mr. Davis never discussed the donation being a requirement for a potential
contract award to K12. He reiterated, “Unequivocally, unequivocally, there was never a
conversation that would establish any type of commitment on the part of the District to
K12, or vice-versa, involving that donation of $1.5 million.”
Superintendent Carvalho was specifically asked by the OIG if the pricing K12 was
providing M-DCPS would be increased to compensate for the donation, he replied, “No,
actually, quite the contrary.” He reasserted that the price was the result of tough
negotiations and the donation resulted from the difficulties and challenges M-DCPS and
its teachers faced. Furthermore, Superintendent Carvalho pointed out that after the
agreement to the donation, but before the transfer to FNEI, it was already known that he
was dismantling a “lion’s share” of K12’s potential business, which was the grades 6-12
component. By the end of the first week of school, it was clear that some of the issues
with K12 were not fixable, and that he was already moving to decouple virtually fiftypercent (50%) of K12’s business. Mr. Carvalho stated that he believed that when K12
transferred the donation, on September 8, 2020, K12 understood it would not re-coop
what was declared as a gift based on M-DCPS’ request for teachers, and teachers only.
Ms. Izquierdo was also asked by the OIG if any of the discussions with K12 included any
mention that the donation was required or would somehow affect K12’s contract award.
She replied, “Negative, negative, no, at all.” Ms. Izquierdo was also asked if there were
ever any discussions, any intent, or planning, for K12’s contract pricing to be increased
in any way to compensate for the donation. Ms. Izquierdo repeatedly denied such a plan.
She explained, that at that time, the only reason K12’s contract had not been executed,
that is returned to K12 signed and a Purchase Order created to be billed against, was
because there were issues with K12 delivering the services promised. Ms. Izquierdo also
noted that K12 never once inquired about the contract during the six weeks prior to the
start of school.
Mr. Davis was also asked if there were ever any discussions about raising the contract
pricing to make up for the amount that was being donated. He replied, “No, there was no
conversation, as a matter of fact, I remember it was quite the opposite. Alberto
[Superintendent Carvalho] was clear that he only had a fixed budget. He had described
that in the beginning, he had described it multiple times, and I said to him, I’m not
expecting that, we just need to get the project done. So, there were never any discussions
about raising the prices of the contract.” Mr. Davis was also asked if he ever felt he had
to make the donation for the contract to be awarded. He replied, “No, I did not.” Mr. Davis
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also stated there was no discussion about the contract, or whether it was executed or not
at the time of the late-night conference call when they discussed the donation.
Mr. Davis was asked to explain why K12 would make such a large donation despite not
having an executed contract and having committed extensive resources to developing a
custom platform for M-DCPS. Mr. Davis responded, “We believe that we are an important
player, and a resource, to helping school districts accomplish their goals of educating
kids. We believe in school choice, we believe in school options, and different capabilities,
we believe in digital as a tool that many school districts can use. So, we put forth solutions
that we may not get rewarded for. We still think it helps the overall market, and it helps
the school districts understand their capabilities.” Moreover, Mr. Davis added that K12
had offered free access to parents to much of its curriculum during the COVID-19
pandemic. K12 also offered free access to many school districts during the early days of
the pandemic, March–April 2020, and for some time until July 2020. Mr. Davis was
emphatic that he viewed the potential contract with M-DCPS as an opportunity to develop
something very special. He stated that he believed M-DCPS shared K12’s vision about a
product that would really help students easily move from working in an online
environment, to working in a school, if they had to go back-and-forth.
As explained by Mr. Davis:
…teachers would have the exact same platform, with one single logon, one
single system, consistent look and feel throughout the project. We believed,
and I still believe to this day by-the-way, that that’s a great product, and a
tool, for kids. If we could have made that project work, we would have done
much to make it work. The fact that they weren’t paying for it yet, to us, was
an investment we were making. An investment in our future and an
investment in the future of education, and I’m not giving you pie-in-the-sky,
I believe this is going to be one of the ways that schools work in the future.
So, yeah, we put some time and energy into this, trying to make it work in a
6-week period, and much to our chagrin, you know, it was too short of a
period. But the concept was still right. So, that’s why we put time and energy
in, not knowing that we were going to get paid, not having a payment coming
in toward, because we believe it was the right project… And, by-the-way,
not just Miami-Dade [M-DCPS], it would be a prototype of the capability that
would help others around the country. So, we were dedicated to making
that happen. Candidly, it was a lower price than we would like to get paid,
would like to receive, but it was a demonstration of a product that would
really help students, and that’s why we did it.
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He also stated that another benefit would be that a completed project of this sort, could
be exported to other school districts.
It is apparent from the statements of those involved that the donation was not tied to any
official action to be taken by M-DCPS. The contemporaneous statements of the parties
in the texts and emails reviewed corroborate their statements to the OIG and do not
demonstrate the donation was tied to future action or coerced. The only communication
which might indicate that prior to the donation some further discussions occurred were
the requests on September 2, 2020, by Mr. Davis to communicate with the
Superintendent. Neither party had a clear memory of the communication Mr. Davis
requested. Mr. Davis remembers it was a very short conversation and had a vague
recollection that the subject matter was issues with the K12 platform. Superintendent
Carvalho did not recall if he spoke with Mr. Davis that evening and his call log did not
reflect a call, but surmised it was about the pending issues with K12. Notably, Mr. Davis
confirmed his commitment to the donation on September 4 in his email to Ms. de las
Pozas. Also, despite being aware that the grades 6-12 platform would no longer be used,
Mr. Davis still approved and remitted the donation on September 8, 2020.
Section 112.313(6), Fla. Stat., and School Board Policy 1129
These sections state that employees should not “corruptly use or attempt to use his/her
official position or perform his/her official duties to secure a special privilege, benefit, or
exemption for himself/herself or others.” Section 112.312(9), Fla. Stat. defines “corruptly”
as “done with a wrongful intent and for the purpose of obtaining, or compensating or
receiving compensation for, any benefit resulting from some act or omission of a public
servant which is inconsistent with the proper performance of his or her public duties.”
Superintendent Carvalho and Ms. Izquierdo made it clear, repeatedly, that the donation
was borne out of frustration and concern over what was being asked of teachers and
wanting to recognize the teachers for doing something that was above-and-beyond what
was required of them. The intent of the donation, that teachers be recognized for the
demands required and the difficulties experienced, was expressed clearly to the OIG by
all. The donation was not tied to any act or omission by M-DCPS administrators.
The OIG specifically asked Mr. Davis if he, or any member of K12, was in any way forced,
or coerced, or if any M-DCPS representative did anything, to push K12 to make this
donation. Mr. Davis unequivocally replied:
Absolutely no, there was absolutely no coercion here. It was a very
collaborative effort. I have to describe the environment. We were…all
literally working all hours of the day and night trying to get this done, and
everybody was trying to figure out what’s the best way to motivate teachers
to get students the right product, and we were all talking about different
ways to do that. Not just by-the-way, around this donation, but around other
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topics… We were having lots of conversations like that. So, at no point, did
I feel like Miami-Dade [M-DCPS] was pressuring me to do something
financial, or pressuring me to do something with the donation. I felt we were
all trying to solve the problem together, and it was a pretty collaborative
process.
School Board Policy 1210.01
This section of the School Board policies known as the School Board Code of Ethics,
states that employees agree and pledge to “avoid conflicts of interest or any appearance
of impropriety.” The solicitation of a donation from a vendor gives rise to the appearance
of impropriety. Such solicitation was contrary to School Board Policy 1210.01.
It is clear to the OIG that the specific circumstances of this situation gave rise to the
solicitation. As the OIG learned from those involved, the stress of a global pandemic,
virtual working conditions, and a 6-week push to get a system up and running that would
normally take months if not years, as evidenced by the timeframe required for the LMS
RFP, coupled with a platform that continuously had problems, created a desire to do
something for the frontline workers who were most affected. There is no evidence that
K12 was coerced or pressured for the donation. That is evident not just from the
statement of its CEO to the OIG, but also K12’s own actions at the time. During the first
and second weeks of school, when it was obvious that its contract would not be executed,
K12 repeated its commitment to donate the funds and then did.
A statement made by Mr. Davis to the OIG explains the context and pressures K12 and
M-DCPS were working under: “…it’s difficult four and a half – five months later, looking
over what was going on to understand the way the world was being operated at that point.
What I can tell you, having lived it, what was going on, were a lot of conversations about
how we get the project done and kids in school. We literally were worried about all the
activities kids were going through and what teachers were going through, and how we’d
get this done…we were so focused on just, how do we get this done, that really was our
sole focus.”
Although the circumstances and pressures of the pandemic and the compressed time
frame to implement the temporary LMS solution help frame the intent of the parties,
regardless of whether the donation was made as an incentive or a recognition, the
solicitation for a gift from a vendor should not have been made. The Superintendent and
his staff have a duty to avoid situations where their official actions could be viewed as
being done for the benefit of themselves or others. The School Board Policy requires
employees to avoid such appearances.
Finally, the OIG’s review highlighted some of the interactions between FNEI and M-DCPS
staff, that could lead to conflicts, if not the appearance of conflicts, that would also be
prohibited by School Board Policy 1201.01. The OIG learned that in addition to providing
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administrative support to FNEI, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya reviewed and finalized the annual
goals for FNEI’s Executive Director and the annual performance evaluation of those
goals. Ms. de las Pozas also advised the OIG that Ms. Mendez-Cartaya conducted her
annual evaluations. Ms. Mendez-Cartaya explained that her role in completing Ms. de las
Pozas’ evaluations was to make sure she was doing the work of FNEI. Ms. MendezCartaya advised that she did not provide the evaluations to the FNEI Board. According
to Ms. Mendez-Cartaya, Ms. de las Pozas works for the FNEI Board and cannot be
removed by anyone at M-DCPS. Although Ms. Mendez-Cartaya fulfilled M-DCPS’
responsibilities related to FNEI, she did not have an official title or position within FNEI.
The OIG learned that the Executive Director’s contract does address both the specific
duties of the position and the performance evaluation. Specifically, the Executive Director
is required to meet annual performance goals as directed by the FNEI Board. The
Executive Director’s annual performance evaluation can be performed by a designee of
the FNEI Board. In addition, per the contract, the Executive Director is to prepare a selfappraisal discussing the performance objectives for the period under review and
proposing objectives for the upcoming period. The self-appraisal, along with an appraisal
by the Chair or designee, should be presented to the FNEI Board. Ms. de las Pozas has
advised the OIG that she has prepared the self-appraisals and did meet with Ms. MendezCartaya regarding her performance evaluations. However, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya did not
provide them to the FNEI Board. Having an M-DCPS administrator review the goals and
the annual evaluations of the Executive Director without review by the FNEI Board can
create the appearance of, if not an actual, conflict in the operations of FNEI. Although
clearly FNEI’s work is for the benefit of M-DCPS, FNEI operations should be performed
as directed by the FNEI Board to ensure transparency and arms-length transactions with
M-DCPS.
VIII.

RESPONSES TO THE DRAFT REPORT & OIG COMMENTS

This report, as a draft, was provided to Mr. Nathanial Davis, CEO of K12, and Ms. Ann
de las Pozas, Executive Director of FNEI for their review and submission of discretionary
written responses. The Draft Report was also provided to Superintendent Alberto
Carvalho, Ms. Marie Izquierdo, Chief Strategy Officer, and former M-DCPS Associate
Superintendent, Ms. Iraida Mendez-Cartaya, for their review and opportunity to provide
written responses. The OIG received a response from the Superintendent, Ms. de las
Pozas, and Ms. Mendez-Cartaya; the responses are attached as Appendices A, B, and
C respectively. The OIG summaries of the responses and OIG comments follow.
Response from Superintendent Carvalho
The law firm of Gelber, Schachter & Greenberg, submitted a response on behalf of
Superintendent Carvalho, incorporated herein as Appendix A. The response agrees with
the OIG’s “factual report of events, the relevant timeline, and [the OIG’s] extensive
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findings setting forth the motives and intentions of the participants, including those of
Superintendent Carvalho.”
The response’s only “quarrel” with the OIG’s report relates to the finding that the
solicitation from a vendor gives rise to the appearance of impropriety. The response
argues that appearance of impropriety standards “need to be deployed carefully” and
should be moored to an existing rule. The response states that “[e]ven if it is the opinion
of the IG that no M-DCPS employee should solicit or accept a donation to FNEI from an
existing school district vendor, at the time there was no such prohibition.” The OIG notes
that while no such prohibition was in place at the time, the solicitation of such a large
monetary donation from a vendor was instantly recognized by several Board members as
creating an appearance of conflict, and as such the School Board took immediate action
and amended School Board Policies 6460 and 9215 to specifically prohibit the solicitation
of a donation from a vendor pending an award.
Finally, the response disagrees with the OIG’s recommendation that FNEI return the
donation to K12. The Superintendent’s response maintains that FNEI is a separate
charitable entity, and like other governmental bodies are “regularly supported by
businesses and individuals interested in advancing public causes . . . [a]nd some may do
business with the body whose mission they are supporting. Often those causes are
intertwined with the governmental functions themselves.” The response further states
that because there was no prohibition on receiving the donation, FNEI should be allowed
to keep the donation. According to the Superintendent’s response, returning the donation
would deprive the hard-working teachers of the funds that they have been promised.
The OIG does not dispute that teachers went above and beyond in preparing for the first
day of school, and that difficulties in loading their class rosters were made more
problematic due to the implementation issues with K12. However, to liken this donation
to all the regular donations received by FNEI ignores three simple facts: 1) that this
donation was solicited by Superintendent Carvalho from a vendor, 2) whose contract was
pending execution, and 3) that FNEI was only recruited to serve as a pass-through to
purchase and distribute the gift cards.
Responses from Ms. de las Pozas and Ms. Mendez-Cartaya
FNEI’s Executive Director, Ms. de las Pozas, submitted a response attached as Appendix
B. Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s response is incorporated as Appendix C. Ms. de las Pozas’
response is brief and limited to an issue that Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s response also
addresses. As such, the OIG is consolidating the summary and commentary of the
responses.
Both Ms. de las Pozas and Ms. Mendez-Cartaya take issue with a statement in the Draft
Report indicating that Ms. Mendez-Cartaya set the annual goals for Ms. de las Pozas as
FNEI’s Executive Director. Although Ms. de las Pozas’ response clearly states that she
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set the goals, as required by her contract, her initial statements to the OIG were not as
definitive about the goals. Taken together with Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s statements
regarding the goals, it resulted in the OIG’s conclusion about the setting of the goals.
Ms. de las Pozas was asked if anyone she reported to had ever followed the performance
evaluation and/or goals procedure as outlined in her contract, to which she stated no, and
that Ms. Mendez-Cartaya had always been the one doing it since she was hired by FNEI.
Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s statement to the OIG indicated that she set the goals. She stated:
“…like anyone else on my team, I give her a matrix she has to meet on an annual
basis…right now one of her goals is to fundraise for connectivity…”. In her written
response, Ms. Mendez-Cartaya clarified that Ms. de las Pozas “would prepare and
propose those annual goals.” She also states that “[s]he and I would discuss those
proposed goals and finalize them together.” Additionally, although Ms. de las Pozas’
response does not dispute Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s role relating to her annual evaluations,
Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s response states that she discussed the evaluation at the end of
the year.
The issue raised by the OIG’s mention of goal setting and the performance of Ms. de las
Pozas’ evaluation is the perception of undue control or influence by M-DCPS personnel
on the operations of FNEI. It seems clear from the responses that the goals were
propounded by Ms. de las Pozas. The OIG’s concern, however, is not diminished given
that Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s response clearly indicates they “…would discuss those
proposed goals and finalize them together.” The references within the Draft Report, to
the setting of the goals for the FNEI Executive Director, have been amended to reflect the
process as clarified in the responses.
Ms. Mendez-Cartaya also clarified that in 2009, not 2008, she began her position as
Assistant Superintendent and was later promoted to Associate Superintendent. The Final
Report reflects the appropriate title in accordance with the response. Finally, Ms. MendezCartaya’s response expounded on two points in the Draft Report: 1) regarding the
administrative support provided by M-DCPS to FNEI and 2) her belief that at the time of
the donation the contract with K12 had been executed. These matters were adequately
explained in the Draft Report and Ms. Mendez-Cartaya’s response serves only to
reinforce the facts reported.
IX.

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

The OIG found no actual violations of the prohibitions defined by the State Code of Ethics
and the corresponding School Board policies. The School Board Code of Ethics, however,
goes beyond those prohibitions, exhorting employees to avoid the appearance of
impropriety. The solicitation of a donation from a vendor goes against that exhortation.
The vendor, K12, had a contract pending final execution, and an existing contract with a
term of years remaining. The OIG recognizes that although the intent may have been
honorable from both the vendor and the M-DCPS administration, such appearances must
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be avoided to ensure the continued trust in the accountability, ethics, and transparency
of our public officials and their actions.
Recommendation #1 – to the FNEI Board and Superintendent Carvalho
•
•

The FNEI Board should return the donation to K12. The solicitation of a donation
from K12, a vendor pending final contract approval, creates the appearance of
impropriety.
The Superintendent should recuse himself from any discussion, vote, or decision
by the FNEI Board regarding the $1.57 million donated by K12 for $100 M-DCPS
teacher gift cards.

The circumstances surrounding this solicitation touch on so many areas that give rise to
the appearance of impropriety that the OIG believes to effectively cure the perception,
FNEI should return the donation. In this instance, the solicitation was made, by the
individual whose signature was still needed to award the contract. Moreover, the
Superintendent chairs the organization that would accept and disburse the solicited funds
for the benefit of his employees—M-DCPS teachers. Acceptance and disbursement of
the funds would not diminish, but rather add to the appearance of impropriety.
Recommendation #2 – to the School Board
•

The School Board should examine the issue of soliciting or receiving donations
from current vendors. The School Board should review the policies of other
jurisdictions, particularly as they relate to targeted or general solicitations from
vendors, in an effort to determine the best practices that will balance the needs of
the District with the transparency and accountability owed to the public.

The OIG is aware that the School Board itself recognized the appearance created and
the potential conflict of soliciting a donation from a vendor pending contract award. The
School Board took immediate action amending the following policies, on January 13,
2021, to include that:
School Board Policy 6460 Business Code of Ethics
The Business Code of Ethics (Code) shall govern the conduct of all bidders
seeking business and all contractors, lobbyists, and consultants that have
either a pending bid or contract or are currently under contract with the
School Board.
All bidders seeking business, and all contractors, lobbyists, and consultants
that have a pending contract with the Board, are prohibited from making
donations to any School Board DSO when they have a pending bid
solicitation, proposal, or contract award for District goods or services, or
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when they are representing an entity that has a pending bid solicitation,
proposal, or contract award for District goods or services.
School Board Policy 9215 – Direct Support Organizations
No District employee who has procurement authority for District goods or
services, shall solicit or accept a donation on behalf of a DSO [Direct
Support Organization] from any contractor, lobbyist, consultant, or bidder
that has a pending bid solicitation, proposal or contract award, for District
goods or services.
Clearly the change in the School Board policies directly addressed the type of donation
that transpired in this case. A solicitation from a current vendor has the same potential of
creating the appearance of impropriety, if not an actual conflict. Vendors with active
contracts may have options to renew or other terms that necessitate agreement and
approval by staff. Therefore, soliciting or accepting a gift can create the appearance that
the gift was required or connected to some future action. Federal regulations such as the
Standard of Ethical Conduct for Executive Branch Employees, 5 C.F.R. 2635 are
instructive. The federal regulations prohibit the solicitation of any gift from a prohibited
source, which includes anyone doing business or seeking to do business with the public
official’s agency. The School Board should consider following the federal model.
Recommendation #3 – to FNEI
•

FNEI should determine best practices and establish guidelines to ensure that
solicitations or acceptance of donations from donors with current M-DCPS
contracts are truly arms-length, do not raise the appearance of impropriety, or
create an actual conflict of interest with the FNEI Chairperson or Vice Chairperson.

The OIG recognizes that FNEI has started the process of addressing donations by those
involved in a pending procurement. FNEI has instituted a procedure prior to depositing
donations that the depositor confirms, in writing, that the donor does not have “a pending
bid solicitation, proposal, or contract award” with M-DCPS. Also, FNEI amended its Gift
Acceptance Policy at its April 20, 2021, Board of Director’s meeting as follows:
…FNEI will not solicit from or accept donations from any contractor, vendor,
lobbyist, consultant, or bidder that has a pending bid solicitation, proposal,
or contract award for District goods or services.
FNEI’s steps to preclude donations from those participating in the procurement process
with the School Board are positive. However, because FNEI’s Chairperson and ViceChairperson will always be tied to the positions of Superintendent and Chair of the School
Board, FNEI should go further, and explore policies beyond donors with pending
procurement matters.
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Recommendation #4 – to the FNEI Board
•

The FNEI Board should amend its by-laws to account for the position of Executive
Director. The FNEI Board should incorporate a reporting structure for the Executive
Director, and define the position’s responsibilities, the setting of annual
performance goals, and the annual performance evaluation to be reviewed by or
at the direction of the FNEI Board.

The OIG’s review raised some concerns regarding the relationships and interactions
between FNEI’s Executive Director and M-DCPS administrators. While no individual at
M-DCPS can remove the Executive Director, in order to avoid the appearance of, if not
an actual, conflict in the operations of FNEI, any evaluations performed of the Executive
Director’s performance should be presented to the FNEI Board.
The OIG has reviewed the most recent proposed contract for FNEI’s Executive Director.
The contract contains provisions directing that the FNEI Board be presented with the
Executive Director’s evaluation. The OIG believes those provisions can ensure that the
work of FNEI and M-DCPS is transparent and remains accountable to their respective
Boards. However, the OIG notes that the provisions are found only in the Executive
Director’s contract and not in FNEI’s by-laws.
Recommendation #5 – to the FNEI Board (new to the Final Report)
•

The FNEI Board should amend its by-laws, practices, procedures, and all banking
institution accounts to provide organizational independence from M-DCPS
finances, administrators, and controls. The FNEI Board should rescind bank
signature authority to the M-DCPS Administrative Director and replace it with its
own representative who is not an M-DCPS administrator or employee and return,
or cease use of, any M-DCPS issued p-cards.

At its April 20, 2021, meeting the FNEI Board approved Resolution 21-08. The resolution
allowed for the Executive Director to update FNEI’s authorized bank/check signatures to
include its Executive Director, Treasurer, and an M-DCPS Administrative Director. It also
updates FNEI’s banking rules to allow for checks under a certain value to process with
one signature, while checks over that value will continue to require two signatures.
Additionally, it authorized the acquisition of an FNEI credit card directly from its bank to
provide independence from M-DCPS.
While the OIG believes these measures were necessary and will promote greater
independence to FNEI, the OIG recommends that the FNEI Board take additional steps
to ensure the complete separation of FNEI and M-DCPS relating to FNEI financial
transactions. M-DCPS Administrators should not be authorized signers for FNEI, unless
the designated M-DCPS Administrator is an officer of FNEI under the control, supervision,
and with some fiduciary duty or obligation directly to FNEI. In addition, the FNEI Board
IG-20-0008-SI, June 29, 2021
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should ensure that no further FNEI transactions are conducted with any M-DCPS issued
p-cards.
Finally, the OIG recognizes that as the 2020-2021 school year approached, M-DCPS
teachers faced many challenges and frustrations during what was an unprecedent time.
Certainly, M-DCPS teachers deserve to be recognized for their service and their unfailing
commitment to their students, their profession, and the public. They learned and
navigated a new system, and entered their class rosters, sometimes repeatedly, to ensure
they were ready to start the school year. However, to preserve the public’s trust, such
reward should not be obtained in a manner that creates the appearance of impropriety.
The solicitation of a gift from a vendor whose contract still remained unsigned by the
soliciting party, does give rise to the appearance of impropriety.
******
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SunTrust International Center
One Southeast Third Avenue
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Telephone: (305) 728-0950

May 21, 2021

Via Email
Honorable Felix Jimenez
Office of the Inspector General
Miami-Dade County Public Schools
601 NW 1st Court, 22nd Floor
Miami, Florida 33136
RE:

OIG Draft Report – SB20-0008-SI

Dear Mr. Jimenez:
Superintendent Alberto Carvalho has asked our law firm to analyze and offer our thoughts
on your Review of K12’s $1.57 Million Donation to the Foundation for New Education Initiatives.
On his behalf, we thank you for your thorough report. We believe it is properly within your
jurisdiction to review this matter, and we welcome your suggestions on ways to improve the
administration of school operations. As you know, Superintendent Carvalho supported the creation
of your Office and fully appreciates the need for everyone to embrace its oversight.
By way of summary, we agree with your factual report of events, the relevant timeline, and
your extensive findings setting forth the motives and intentions of the participants, including those
of Superintendent Carvalho. We note, significantly, that you correctly found that there was no
violation of Florida Statutes gift rules or the attendant disclosure requirements (Section 112.3148
Florida Statutes). Similarly, you expressly found there was no violation of School Board policies
regarding improper gifts, conflict of interest (School Board Policy 1210.01) or improper
solicitation (Section 112.313(2), Fla. Stat., and School Board Policy 1129).
Most importantly, your investigation accurately determined that at no point and in no
manner was there any connection between the award and oversight of K12’s contract, and its
donation to our public-school teachers. As your interviews of all the participants made clear, “[i]t
is apparent from the statements of those involved that the donation was not tied to any official
action to be taken by M-DCPS.” (OIG Report, p. 30) In fact, your report confirmed that the
contemporaneous conduct of K12 supported this conclusion:
There is no evidence that K12 was coerced or pressured for the donation.
That is evident not just from the statement of its CEO to the OIG, but also
K12’s own actions at the time. During the first and second weeks of school,
when it was obvious that its contract would not be executed, K12 repeated
its commitment to donate the funds and then did. (OIG Report, p. 31)
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The report seems to recognize the highly unusual and unprecedented context in which these
events occurred. At the time K12 made the donation, this matter was no longer in procurement.
The contract had been awarded and signed, though not yet released to K12 in light of serious
concerns that the Superintendent and others had about K12’s performance. With the start of school
days away during a time of great stress throughout the community, administrators, teachers,
parents and students were scrambling to prepare for classes on a new platform that was simply not
performing as promised. The Superintendent believed that this donation would be a unique
opportunity to show appreciation for teachers and reward them for their extremely hard work under
difficult conditions. As with other donations from outside companies for the benefit of teachers,
students or the schools, it was determined that this donation should be made to the Foundation for
New Education Initiatives (FNEI), which would distribute it to the teachers. FNEI is an
independent foundation that, contrary to certain public reports, is not run or managed by the
Superintendent, who merely serves on its board as a result of his office. As the report recognizes,
no rule in place at the time of these events precluded this donation.
This background and the facts that you set forth undoubtedly support your ultimate finding
as to the motivation and context for the donation:
The intent of the donation, that teachers be recognized for the demands
required and the difficulties experienced, was expressed clearly to the OIG
by all. The donation was not tied to any act or omission by M-DCPS
administrators. (OIG Report, p. 31, emphasis added)
In brief, you found that no administrator, including Superintendent Carvalho, ran afoul of any
prohibited conduct. You also made a number of thoughtful and important recommendations, many
of which have already been implemented at FNEI and the School Board.
The only quarrel with your report may be one of semantics and style, rather than substance.
But it is worth raising. You found that “[t]he solicitation of a donation from a vendor gives rise to
the appearance of impropriety. Such solicitation was contrary to School Board Policy 1210.01.” It
was based upon this finding that you recommend that FNEI return the donation. We have a
different view.
The IG Should Not Find an Appearance of Impropriety When It Simultaneously
Concludes that Nobody Actually Acted Improperly.
First, your very extensive investigation made clear that there was no actual violation of any
applicable rule or statute. In other words, after interviewing everyone involved and reviewing
every relevant document and email, the Inspector General found that there was no gift violation,
no improper influence and, importantly, no conflict of interest by any M-DCPS administrator. The
report does not even suggest it is possible there was misconduct. In the report’s 35 pages the IG
fully exonerates every administrator of violating any applicable rule.
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This finding of an appearance of impropriety in the face of an affirmative determination
that there was no actual rule violation seems contrary to the applicable standards for appearances
of impropriety, as well as notions of fairness. By way of example, Florida and federal law have
considered these issues in the context of recusals of judges and attorneys based on a claimed
appearance of impropriety. In Florida, federal and state courts have recognized that to find an
appearance of impropriety, “there must be at least a reasonable possibility that some specifically
identifiable impropriety did in fact occur.” Hicks v. State, 468 So.2d 1045, 1046 n.2 (Fla. 3d Dist.
Ct. App. 1985) (internal citations omitted); see also, e.g., First Impressions Design & Mgmt., Inc.
v. All That Style Interiors, Inc., 122 F. Supp. 2d 1352, 1354 (S.D. Fla. 2000); Bammac, Inc. v.
Grady, 500 So.2d 274 (Fla. 1st Dist. Ct. App.1986). The reason for this is simple: someone can’t
appear to do something improper that was not, in fact, at the time improper.
Findings of “appearances of impropriety” are discouraged except in limited contexts, and
with good reason. As the late Justice Scalia observed during an oral argument in Nevada
Commission on Ethics v. Carrigan, 131 S. Ct. 2343 (2011), “If there’s anything vaguer than [an
appearance of impropriety rule] I can’t imagine what it might be.” If a body, be it a judge or ethics
officer, could declare something “appeared improper” even if it wasn’t actually violative of a thenexisting rule, our system of review would lack the guiderails of fairness essential to any just review.
Officials would thus be left without any meaningful instructions or understanding as to what might
be deemed an appearance of impropriety. This is why “appearance of impropriety” standards need
be deployed carefully, especially outside the realm of judicial recusal cases.
Even if it is the opinion of the IG that no M-DCPS employee should solicit or accept a
donation to FNEI from an existing school district vendor, at the time there was no such prohibition.
That is critical to the analysis. Simply put, if a rule does not exist, it is impossible to have an
appearance that the rule was violated. Phrased another way, an appearance of impropriety means
an appearance that an actual rule was broken, even if it was not. Without an actual rule, there can
be no appearance that an actual rule was broken, and thus no appearance of impropriety.
Here, as the report accurately explains, no violations occurred, the laudable purpose of the
donation was clear, and no existing rules were even implicated. Accordingly, there is no basis to
find that anything “appeared” wrong.
FNEI Should Be Allowed to Consider Accepting K12’s Donation to Teachers.
The Foundation for New Education Initiatives was created “to receive, hold, invest, and
administer property and to make expenditures to or for the benefit of educational initiatives of
Miami-Dade County Public Schools.” (FNEI Bylaws, p. 1) It operates under the Sunshine Law,
and its Directors serve without compensation and must comply with prohibitions against conflicts
of interest and self-dealing. While its Board of Directors includes the Chair of the School Board
or the Chair’s designee as well as the Superintendent, it also includes representatives from the PTA
and the County’s law and business communities who share a passion for elevating public education
in Miami-Dade County. Again, FNEI is not the Superintendent’s fund. It is, as you know, a
separate charitable entity that has on its Board whoever is serving as Superintendent.
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Governmental bodies (including school systems) are regularly supported by businesses and
individuals interested in advancing public causes and may even provide goods and services to the
entity or municipality. And some may do business with the body whose mission they are
supporting. Often those causes are intertwined with the governmental functions themselves.
During this pandemic, for instance, many people and entities donated millions in care and goods
to governmental agencies (including public hospitals) responsible for the care of our citizens. Food
stores and individuals supplemented government-run food drives with enormous donations of
foodstuffs, funds and personnel. Often the businesses or individuals donating can be vendors or do
business with government entities. These donations are usually accepted by government bodies
publicly and transparently.
Part of the purpose of FNEI was to fashion some suitable airspace that provides a
transparent mechanism by which people and organizations in the community, even vendors and
those doing business with the school district, could donate to help the children and schools for
which we all care. Your recommendations, which have been largely accepted and already adopted,
will help formalize that objective.
In deference to your ongoing review, neither Superintendent Carvalho nor anyone at the
Foundation has moved forward with the formal acceptance of K12’s donation. Indeed, the item
was removed from consideration before the FNEI board. Now that the IG’s work has concluded,
FNEI is eager to provide teachers with this long-awaited gift.
As you have noted, at the time of the gift, there was no prohibition on receiving the
donation. Further, the IG has found that “the donation was not tied to any official action to be taken
by M-DCPS.” The donation benefits no one other than our teachers, and the reason that it was
offered – namely, to give a gift of appreciation to hard-working employees who had endured more
that they should have during the incredibly difficult start of school during the pandemic – remains.
Superintendent Carvalho is comfortable recusing himself from any discussion, but especially in
light of the finding that no violations occurred, there is no reason in law or equity to deny the
teachers of Miami-Dade County the gift that was donated. Prohibiting receipt of the gift would
deprive teachers of funds they have been promised and merely send it back to K12 at the expense
of our hard-working employees. The IG found that nobody did anything wrong; FNEI should
therefore be allowed to do right for our teachers.
Again, we appreciate your work on this matter, your determination that no violations
occurred, and all your service to the Miami-Dade County Public Schools. We simply ask that you
reconsider the certain points that we have made today in light of your own thoughtful and accurate
findings.
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We are of course happy to discuss any of this with you. Thank you again.
Sincerely,

Dan Gelber
and

Gerald E. Greenberg
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